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Abstract
A dual, high speed, real-time visible light camera setup was installed on the TCV tokamak to reconstruct optically and in real-time the plasma boundary shape. Localized light emission from the plasma boundary in tangential view, broadband visible images results in clearly resolved boundary edge-features. These projected features are detected in real-time and transformed to the poloidal plane to obtain a measurement of the plasma boundary. Plasma boundary reconstructions of diverted plasma discharges are presented, showing agreement of within 1 cm compared with magnetic equilibrium reconstruction. The resulting real-time plasma shape measurement is applied in a feedback control loop for the plasma position, demonstrating effective stabilization and tracking of the plasma vertical position.
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1. Introduction

1.1. Plasma boundary reconstruction

In nuclear fusion plasmas, the plasma position and shape are often inferred from magnetic measurements and provided to a real-time control system for shape and position control [1–3]. Although this method is used on virtually all tokamaks, there are situations in which applicability of the magnetic sensing is limited [4]. Long plasma discharges can suffer from drift of the magnetic signals due to the integral nature of these measurements [5]. Similarly, plasmas with a low plasma current and large distance to the magnetic pick-up coils (for example during the ramp-up and ramp-down phase of the discharge or ITER first plasma) [6] may result in weak magnetic signals. For these reasons, alternative sensors have been proposed for measuring the plasma boundary such as reflectometer arrays [7].

In this work, an optical plasma boundary diagnostic for the TCV tokamak is presented to measure the plasma shape in real-time, adopting the OFIT approach presented in [8]. Such an optical measurement of the plasma boundary can provide a direct and absolute measurement, not susceptible to drifts during long experiments. Previously, real-time optical plasma edge detection in the midplane of the MAST tokamak was applied for position control [9], using an inversion of a linear camera image. The OFIT technique allows real-time global determination of the plasma boundary shape from two-dimensional camera images by deriving the plasma boundary location from localized edge features without resorting to time-consuming tomographic inversion. The purpose of this paper is to present an example of an optical plasma boundary reconstruction in a real-time control environment, and to discuss on the basis of the experience gained, its merits in various control applications.

The paper is organized as follows: a short introduction to the RT-OFIT method is presented in the rest of this section. In section 2, a design study is presented for the application of an OFIT diagnostic on the TCV tokamak for a single plasma configuration, resulting in a list of specifications for the diagnostic. In section 3, we describe the development...
and implementation of the diagnostic according to these specifications. In section 4, results of real-time plasma boundary reconstructions produced by the implemented diagnostic are presented, and the effect of narrowband optical filtering is shown and discussed. In section 5, a real-time feedback control experiment of the plasma position is presented, using the RT-OFIT setup to measure the plasma position at a nominal acquisition and processing rate of 1000 frames per second.

1.2. Real-time optical plasma boundary diagnostic: RT-OFIT

Visible wavelength camera images of tokamak plasmas are typically dominated by Balmer deuterium-Alpha emission from unconfined neutral atoms, in the external region of the plasma. When reaching the plasma boundary, neutral deuterium atoms are excited by collisions with energetic plasma particles, and their consequent decay emits light in the visible range. Inside the plasma boundary, all particles are quickly ionized and the neutral density quickly diminishes. The light emitted by neutral particles is therefore expected to peak close to the plasma boundary.

Figure 1 shows a number of the phenomena that can be observed in the high resolution, high frame-rate tangential view camera images acquired with the RT-OFIT diagnostic. Figures 1(b) and (c) show images of diverted plasmas that are dominated by strong plasma boundary features. Figures 1(a) and (d–f) provide the same tangential view, but show that other phenomena may also be observed in camera images of tokamak plasmas during the course of the experiment. Figure 1(e) shows a camera image of a plasma in limiter configuration. The light emission of such plasmas can be dominated by the interaction with the vessel-wall in the limiter region, and clearly resolvable plasma boundary features are not always produced.

The diagnostic uses the OFIT interpretation for the tangential view camera images presented in [8] to interpret the plasma boundary features of these visible images and provide a plasma shape measurement. The intensity of a pixel in the camera image represents the line-integrated light emission from a chord traversing the plasma volume. Assuming a thin emissive-shell model of the emission in the plasma boundary and toroidal symmetry of the plasma emission, the pixel intensity in tangential view images will peak for sightlines that are tangential to the plasma boundary. Figures 1(b) and (c) show segments of the plasma boundaries clearly resolved as lines of peak intensity with strong and localized gradients in the direction normal to the boundary. These plasma boundary features in the image-plane can be transformed to the plasma boundary in the poloidal plane using the OFIT-transform. This approach avoids the complexity of tomographic inversions, making it suitable for real-time applications. The positions of the strike-points that radiate strongly from the wall of the vacuum vessel can also be extracted from the images to provide additional information on the plasma boundary shape.

The real-time diagnostic can provide a number of key signals for use in plasma shape control, as well as providing new constraint for magnetic reconstruction codes [10–14]. Additionally, the diagnostic can provide routine visible light surveillance of plasma discharges.

2. TCV tokamak camera positioning and control timescales

2.1. Camera positioning and reconstruction range

The Tokamak à Configuration Variable (TCV) [15] is a medium sized tokamak operated at the CRPP Lausanne [16]. TCV was designed specifically to explore various plasma shapes to study
Figure 2. Plasma boundary visibility analysis for ‘TCV standard shot’. Upper diagrams show synthesized camera images, with the vacuum vessel drawn in black, and the expected boundary features in green and red. Strike locations on the central column and machine floor are also drawn as red dashed–dotted lines. The black dashed–dotted frame indicates the limits of view of the imaging system. As the tangential ports on TCV are oriented left of the central column, the right half of the pictures show the central column and the left half the outer vessel wall. As a consequence of the wide angle optics, the images have significant radial barreling distortion. This results in a curved outer vessel wall. Lower plots show machine cross-sections, with the full plasma boundary drawn in dash-dotted black and the visible segments for the corresponding ports drawn in green. Red segments indicate parts of the plasma boundary that satisfy equation (1), but are outside the view of the camera system.

Their effect on plasma physics and confinement. Its highly elongated vacuum vessel with 16 regularly spaced poloidal field coils allows a multitude of plasma configurations. Three tangential ports are available in the vacuum vessel to provide a view of the plasma boundary suitable for optical plasma boundary reconstructions. These ports are located at the same toroidal segment of the machine at heights of \(Z = -0.45\) m, \(Z = 0\) m and \(Z = 0.45\) m for the upper, mid-plane and lower ports respectively. The views provided by these ports determine the reconstruction range for OFIT given by the visibility condition presented in [8]:

\[
\sqrt{x_c^2 + y_c^2} = R_c \geq \left| R_c - (Z_c - z_c) \frac{dR_e}{dZ_e} \right|,
\]

where \((x_c, y_c, z_c)\) is the effective pinhole location of the light collecting optics in tokamak coordinates, through which all observational chords pass, and \((R_e, Z_e, dR_e/dZ_e)\) is a plasma edge coordinate in the poloidal plane and its local orientation in the poloidal plane \(dR/dZ\). When this visibility condition is satisfied, a sightline exists from the pinhole of the light collection optics, tangential to the plasma boundary at \((R_e, Z_e, dR_e/dZ_e)\). Intuitively, the visibility condition can be visualized by a cone fitting around the three dimensional plasma boundary at \(C_e = (R_e, Z_e, dR_e/dZ_e)\), where \(C_e\) represents an infinitesimal conical section of the plasma boundary. For a tangential sightline from the camera to the point \(C_e\) to exist, the camera must be located outside this cone. An additional requirement is that this sightline is within the view of the camera and not obstructed by other structures between the pinhole point of the optics and the plasma boundary.

The work in this paper is restricted to the analysis and reconstruction of plasma discharges of a single configuration, the ‘TCV standard shot’; an L-mode single null diverted discharge centred at \(z = 0.23\) m, run at the start of every operational day for calibration purposes. Such discharges last for 2 s and have approximately a 1.5 s flattop with stable plasma conditions. The diverted plasma configuration with an appreciable distance between the plasma boundary and the first wall results in well defined boundary features in the camera images, with little polluting light from reflections or plasma-wall interaction in the regions of interest (ROI). In figure 2, the visibility criterion of equation (1) is applied to standard shot plasma boundary shape. For three different camera locations \((x_c, y_c, z_c)\), corresponding to the three tangential ports, synthesized camera images are shown and the corresponding reconstruction range of the plasma boundary from the port is given. This analysis is based on an 80° angle of view from behind the window of the port plug. A two-camera setup was chosen for sufficient coverage of the plasma boundary of the standard shot, with one camera placed on the mid-plane as well as the upper port.
2.2. Feedback control timescales

The RT-OFIT diagnostic has to provide accurate real-time measurements of the visible plasma boundary segments from two cameras. To be used for real-time plasma shape control, the response time, or measurement delay of the diagnostic is crucial. The performance of a feedback control system is commonly expressed as its control bandwidth $f_{bw}$; the frequency up to which disturbances can be rejected and reference signals can be tracked. For stability of the control loop, the total phase lag of the closed loop system, described by the loop transfer function, may not exceed $180^\circ$ at the control bandwidth. This is equivalent to a time of $1/(2f_{bw})$ seconds. Typically, closed loop dynamics, including plant and actuator behaviour and control algorithms, account for $90^\circ$ or more phase lag, and $30-60^\circ$ stability margins are adopted for robustness [18]. This imposes strict requirements on the delay of the measurement system used in the feedback loop. The effective delay of a discrete time measurement system depends on the sampling rate and the processing time according to:

$$\Delta t_{\text{meas}} = \frac{1}{2f_s} + \Delta t_{\text{proc}} + \Delta t_{\text{obs}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

where $\Delta t_{\text{meas}}$ is the effective measurement delay, $f_s$ is the sampling rate of the measurement, $\Delta t_{\text{proc}}$ is the observation time required to obtain a measurement and $\Delta t_{\text{proc}}$ is the processing time between the physical observation and the output of the measurement variable. In TCV, the plasma position and shape respond to requests in poloidal field coil currents with a timescale of 10 ms, presenting an upper limit for the achievable control bandwidth. Control systems typically operate with a sampling rate one order of magnitude above the control bandwidth, hence, a sampling rate of 1000 Hz was chosen, while minimizing processing delay of the reconstruction output, which is expected to be 1–2 ms.

To acquire useful plasma images, the intensity of the images must be within the dynamic range of the camera. The intensity of the light emitted by the plasma between and even during shots is greatly varying, usually exceeding the dynamic range of available cameras. Camera exposure control is required to prevent saturation of the images in the various stages of the discharge. This affects the observation time $\Delta t_{\text{obs}}$, which can be up to 1 ms for maximum exposure. The cameras used require magnetic shielding for operation during plasma discharges. The space required for an effective shielding solution has consequences for the positioning of the camera and therefore the design of the optics.

3. RT-OFIT system design and implementation

The RT-OFIT setup consists of two relay optics, two real-time cameras and an acquisition and processing PC. The relay optics project a wide-angle view obtained at the tangential port windows to the detector chips of the cameras, placed behind the ports. The PC incorporates two Silicon Software framegrabbers with onboard Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) processors [19]: acquisition and processing boards that communicate with the cameras via a dedicated CameraLink interface [20]. In the following paragraphs the design and functionality of the optics, cameras and acquisition and processing PC are presented, and finally the parameters of the boundary reconstruction are discussed briefly.

3.1. Optics

Three tangential ports are available in the vacuum vessel to provide a view of the plasma boundary suitable for optical plasma boundary reconstructions. From these ports, a wide-angle view is desired for maximum reconstruction range. A common wide-angle objective could provide such a view when placed at the window of the tangential port. However, this would imply a camera location inside the port plug, where the limited available space inhibits an effective magnetic shielding solution. Additionally, the confined space inside the port plug makes handling of the camera impractical and higher radiation levels and magnetic and electric field strengths are expected. By using a relay optic to relay the wide angle view obtained at the port window to a location behind the tangential port, the cameras can be placed within practical reach and a magnetic shielding solution is possible. The magnetic shields are supported by a separate structure from the cameras, to isolate mechanical forces on the shields from the imaging system.

The relay optics are constructed from standardized Thorlabs components [21]. A standard objective is used as a final, adjustable focusing element with adjustable aperture. The optics have a total length of 62 cm and project the $86^\circ$ angle of view at the port window onto a spot of 12 mm radius on the camera detector chip, which has a size of $17.92 \times 14.34$ mm. Cameras sensitive in the visible spectrum are used. One of the relay-optics allows for the use of wavelength filters. Filters can be inserted in a slit in the optics tube at the position where the light rays are most parallel. The maximum angle of light rays in this position is $4^\circ$ from the axis of the optic, which is accommodated by the applied filters. Such filters may be fitted to observe only emission of selected wavelength. This can however significantly reduce the light intensity available for imaging. Additionally, broadband visible light images are expected to be dominated by deuterium-Alpha emission from excited neutral species, whereas selected emission lines may originate from confined ionized species inside the plasma boundary, which may result in a shift of the detected boundary features. Figure 3 shows a Zemax drawing of the optics and a picture of the finalized optics, objective and camera. Figure 4 shows how the imaging setup is installed on the TCV tangential port.

3.2. Cameras

The two cameras used (Optronis CL600X2 models [22] which apply $1280 \times 1024$ pixel, $17.92 \times 14.34$ mm monochrome complementary metal–oxide–semiconductor (CMOS) sensors) can acquire and transmit 506 frames per second at full resolution, or more at reduced image size. In this application, a $608 \times 600$ pixel image size, corresponding to an $8.5 \times 8.5$ mm area on the sensor, was used at a nominal frame-rate of 1000 frames per second. The dynamic range of the analog–digital converter (ADC) circuits on the cameras is 10 bits. Via lookup-tables, this data is mapped onto an 8 bit range, which reduces the intensity-resolution but not the dynamic range, as the minimum and maximum light intensity that can be discerned remains unchanged, while the discretization steps are increased. The cameras generate frames of 356 kB per image at a 1000 Hz frame-rate from two cameras resulting in
an effective bandwidth of $700 \text{ MB s}^{-1}$ to the acquisition and processing PC.

### 3.3. Acquisition and processing

The acquisition and processing PC handles camera control, image acquisition, synchronization with the TCV shot cycle, extraction of the plasma boundary information from the raw image data and transmission of optically reconstructed shape parameters to the plasma control system.

The $700 \text{ MB s}^{-1}$ of data from the cameras is transferred to the framegrabbers via CameraLink interface. In the applied configuration, this interface has a maximum bandwidth of $503 \text{ MB s}^{-1}$ per camera. Thus, the acquisition of a single image from camera to framegrabber takes $690 \mu\text{s}$. The images acquired by the cameras must be transferred and processed quickly to provide output signals with minimal delay to maximize control bandwidth. In view of the large datasets per image it is crucial to minimize data transfers and to use optimized processing techniques to minimize the response time of the diagnostic.

The processing required to reconstruct the shape of the plasma boundary from the camera images can be split up into an image processing step, that extracts the boundary features from the image, and a coordinate transformation step, that translates the boundary coordinates in the image into boundaries in the poloidal plane. To prevent additional time consuming data transfers, the images are processed directly on the FPGAs of the framegrabber. An FPGA can be seen as a large switchboard of reconfigurable logic blocks, which is loaded with a 'hardware implementation' to perform custom functionality in hardware. Once loaded with a hardware implementation, an FPGA effectively behaves as if it were an Application Specific Integrated Circuit (ASIC). Using this method, a custom hardware implementation was developed to handle boundary detection on the raw image data in the FPGA, executing the image processing with a high degree of parallelism and no software overhead, resulting in very short and deterministic processing times. This processing step provides the coordinates of the detected boundary features in the image, and results in a drastic reduction in data size compared with the raw images. The boundary coordinates are then sent over peripheral component interconnect (PCI) express bus to the host RAM, and the OFIT-transform and further post-processing are handled in software by the CPU. Raw-image data is also recorded for visual inspection and post-shot analysis. The time between closing of the camera-shutters and output of the boundary coordinates from the framegrabbers was measured to be $880 \mu\text{s}$. The measured delay to the finished reconstruction output was $1050 \mu\text{s}$.

Real-time adaptive shutter logic is applied to optimize the intensity of the images within the available 10 bits dynamic range of the camera. This logic is implemented in the FPGA of a Silicon Software framegrabber. The exposure time for frame $N + 2$ is updated on the basis of frame $N$, by calculating the average image intensity of selected parts of the image and adapting the exposure time to obtain the desired average image intensity. The exposure time for every frame is stored for post-shot analysis.

The software architecture is based on a real-time linux environment running a real-time application built using MATLAB Simulink Coder. This provides a highlevel graphical programming environment that allows rapid development and prototyping by wrapping C-code functionally in the Simulink framework in a so-called S-function format. The framegrabber interface is also integrated as an S-function block in the Simulink model structure, which communicates with the framegrabber’s drivers and also triggers the execution of a single time-step of the reconstruction upon the arrival of a new frame.

For feedback control experiments, a simplified integration into the TCV plasma control system was chosen by
transmitting output signals across up to four analogue channels
to the plasma control system. This avoids timing and
synchronization issues between diagnostic and control setup,
and provides sufficient functionality for a proof-of-concept
feedback control experiment. The control system samples and
processes incoming analogue signals at a rate of 10 kHz, thus
the extra delay introduced in this step is less than 0.1 ms.

Figure 5 gives an overview of the dataflow in the RT-OFIT
system, showing data transfers, processing steps and buffers.

3.4. Boundary reconstruction parameters

To extract the plasma boundary features from the camera
images and to transform them to the plasma boundary in the
poloidal plane, a number of reconstruction parameters must
be set.

In each camera image, a set of regions of interest (ROI)
is defined where the boundary features are sought. Each
ROI covers a region of the image where a single segment
of plasma boundary is expected. These ROI have the shape
of curved-rectangles that encompass the expected location
of the plasma boundary features. In resampled sub-images,
the feature detection algorithm seeks the maximum gradient
in radial direction to determine the location of the plasma
boundary. The detected boundary feature is then transformed
to the poloidal plane using the OFIT-transform.

Currently, ROIs are set manually, and are specific to a
certain plasma boundary shape. Automated ROI generation
and/or ROI parameter updates during the discharge are
conceivable to improve the automation of the method, but
have not yet been implemented. Figure 6 shows the ROIs
for a ‘standard’, single null diverted plasma. Also shown is
the ROI for the detection of the inner strike-point, which also
covers an edge-feature in the camera images but has a different
interpretation than the plasma boundary segments.

The boundary detection algorithm provides, for each ROI,
a line segment in the image plane. To transform this into a
plasma boundary segment in the poloidal plane using the OFIT-
transform, a camera model is required that, for each pixel in the
image, defines the trajectory of the corresponding sightlines in
tokamak coordinates.

A pinhole camera model with a second-order radial
distortion is used to define the projection properties [8].
The pinhole model is parameterized by a pinhole location
in tokamak coordinates, the direction of the optical axis, a
magnification factor and radial distortion coefficients. The
parameters are calibrated manually for both cameras by
minimizing the distance between the observed and predicted
pixel coordinates of a number of tokamak structures that are
identified in the image, resulting in a static mapping of pixels
to sightlines.

4. RT-OFIT reconstruction results

Since the installation of the RT-OFIT setup, all plasma
discharges were recorded and stored for visual observation and
Figure 7. Camera images and optical boundary reconstruction: (a) shot 48858, at the end of the ramp-up phase. Optically reconstructed segments are drawn blue. Magnetic reconstruction of last closed flux surface (black dots) and adjacent flux surfaces (coloured lines) in the poloidal plane are also shown for comparison. (b) shot 48888 during flattop. The visibility of the upper-outer segment of the plasma boundary is lost, (c) diverted H-mode shot 48830, showing increased contrast and localization of boundary features.
plasma configuration was not found. The poloidal emission profile of visible light of the plasma was experimentally observed to depend strongly on the recycling regime. Limiter regions or strike points are a strong source of neutral deuterium, the atom responsible for the majority of light emission. In the poloidal vicinity of these recycling regions, neutral deuterium concentration is high, and at the plasma boundary significant light emission from excited atoms is expected. From these images, it is concluded that the neutral particles are not distributed evenly around the plasma during the discharge, resulting in the observed inhomogeneity.

Experiments confirmed that a plasma configuration with an upper-null divertor produce light emission from the plasma boundaries in the top half of the plasma, but reduced visibility in the bottom half. Deuterium fueling, the other source of neutral deuterium, was found to have minimal effect on the poloidal emission profile, as it has a smaller contribution to the neutral influx in the machine than the recycling regions at the walls.

In H-mode plasma discharges with edge localized mode (ELMs) [23], the edge gradients of electron temperature $T_e$ and density $n_e$ are increased. This results in a narrower light emitting band in the boundary regions in inter-ELM phases, as shown in figure 7(c), but inhibited useful reconstructions during ELMs. At the 1000 Hz frame rate, each ELM affects only one frame. Additionally, core emission from Bremsstrahlung due to high core density was observed, associated with the H-mode density build-up, normally terminating in a disruption, as shown in figure 1(c) (Bremsstrahlung) and (f) (disruption). The optical boundary reconstruction was, however, not directly affected by the Bremsstrahlung as long as the plasma boundary features retained sufficient contrast.

The reconstruction results shown so far have been obtained using unfiltered, broad wavelength visible light images. If an emission line is present of a confined ion species that is active at the temperatures of the plasma boundary, the use of a wavelength filter could result in more localized boundary features in the image. This can improve signal to noise of the boundary measurement by preferentially rejecting polluting light sources not originating from the plasma boundary. As the emission comes from confined particles, their emission may also more accurately depict the shape of local flux surfaces. To test this, a 466 nm filter was inserted in the optical path, to obtain images of the Carbon-III emission line, which is typically strong in tokamaks with carbon walls such as TCV and emits close to the plasma boundary.

Figure 8 shows a comparison of camera images taken of a standard shot at the start of flattop, with and without the CIII filter installed. Both images display plasma boundary and strike point features, but in the C-III image the features are more localized, the filamentary scrape-off layer structures in the visible images are not present, and fewer reflections from the machine walls are visible. In figure 9, a comparison is shown of an OFIT lower-boundary measurement using visible wavelength and C-III filtered images. The lower boundary is defined as the position of the lower plasma boundary at a radius of $R = 0.9$ m. The uncertainty in the localization of the lower plasma boundary in the signal obtained using C-III filtered images is significantly reduced. The effective spatial resolution of the camera images at the outer plasma boundary is 1 mm, the mean amplitude of uncertainty in the boundary measurement is estimated at 3 mm when using broadband visible images, and 2 mm using C-III filtered images. Because these signals were obtained from two separate experiments, the absolute position of both signals should not be directly compared.

This experiment demonstrates that emission from a confined ion species can also produce localized plasma boundary features, suitable for reconstruction with the OFIT method. Provided that a suitably radiating impurity is present.
in the plasma, OFIT can also be used also on high temperature machines where less visible light emission from neutral species is expected. In this particular example, the reconstruction results are actually improved by observing emission from a confined ion species, versus broadband emission predominantly from unconfined gasses. In the following chapter, all data is obtained from C-III filtered images.

A situation in which optical boundary reconstruction could provide unique information is during the ramp-up and -down phases of a discharge, where there is low plasma current and a large distance between magnetic pick-up sensors and the plasma current, resulting in weak signals for equilibrium reconstruction. Additionally, the significant gap between plasma column and vessel wall presents a more favourable relative position of the plasma boundary to the viewpoint of a camera, and therefore a larger visible fraction of the plasma boundary. Figure 10 shows a camera image during the ramp-down of a standard shot, where the plasma has evolved to a circular shape of reduced size.

5. Feedback control experiments

To demonstrate the real-time properties of the OFIT setup, a feedback control experiment was set up where the vertical position of the plasma was controlled using the optically reconstructed plasma boundary.

Elongated plasmas such as the TCV standard discharge are vertically unstable. In TCV, a fast-vertical controller is used to slow down the vertical instability of elongated plasmas by producing a negative feedback to the vertical velocity of the plasma. The vertical velocity is estimated using pickup-coils inside the vacuum vessel, and manipulated through fields generated by fast coils inside the vacuum chamber. Because the fast vertical controller provides feedback only on vertical velocity but not vertical position, the resulting vertical behaviour of the plasma is still vertically unstable, but with a significantly slower growth rate. A slower timescale proportional-derivative controller is used to stabilize the remaining instability and to control the plasma vertical position using the external poloidal field coils. This vertical position controller feeds back on a vertical position Z observer, which is a function of the location and distribution of the plasma current, estimated using pick-up coils. In the control experiments presented here, the measurement of the vertical position of the plasma, normally provided by magnetic measurements at a rate of 10 kHz, was temporarily substituted by a measurement of the vertical position using the OFIT setup provided at a rate of 1 kHz. The lower sampling rate causes an increase of the effective measurement delay of 450 μs in the loop transfer function. The system was otherwise left unchanged; no control-gains were adapted. Figure 11 illustrates the setup of the experiment. The digital real-time control system in use at TCV [24] allowed quick employment of the signals provided by the RT-OFIT setup.

To stabilize an unstable system using feedback control, the bandwidth \( f_{bw} \) of the control system must be higher than the frequency (1/growth rate) of the instability. At this bandwidth \( f_{bw} \) the phase lag of the closed loop system must not exceed 180° to provide a negative, suppressing feedback to the instability. The total phase lag of the loop transfer function also contains significant contributions of controller implementation and plant dynamics, and should allow robustness margins. This imposes requirements on the response time of the measurement, as at a frequency \( f \) every time delay \( \Delta t \) in the feedback loop adds a phase lag \( \Delta \phi_0 \)

\[
\Delta \phi = \Delta t \cdot f \cdot 360. \tag{3}
\]

The reduced growth rates of the vertical instability of the plasmas used for this feedback control experiment are approximately 50–100 Hz, estimated on the basis of a vertical displacement event that occurred where the vertical position signal was lost. The total delay of the loop transfer function at a bandwidth of \( f_{bw} > 100 \text{ Hz} \) must therefore be well below 5 ms. The measured processing time in the RT-OFIT setup between the end of the camera exposure and the finished reconstruction output was 1.05 ms. With camera image exposure times of up to 1 ms, and usually around 0.5 ms, and a sampling contribution of 1/2 \( f_c = 0.5 \text{ ms} \), this results in an effective measurement delay of approximately 2 ms.

The magnetic vertical position Z observer is a function of the location and distribution of the plasma current, as opposed to the location of the plasma lower boundary as measured with RT-OFIT. For a constant plasma shape and current distribution however, identical displacements are expected for the Z-observer and the plasma boundary. In the RT-OFIT feedback experiment, the vertical displacement of the plasma boundary is used as a measure of the displacement of the plasma vertical position Z. To ensure continuity in the vertical position signal, the difference between the OFIT lower-boundary and the magnetic Z-observation is sampled at the start of the RT-OFIT control interval. This offset is added as a constant to the OFIT lower-boundary measurement measurement during the RT-OFIT control interval. This ensures continuity in the vertical-position signal for control, and results in an experiment where the vertical displacement of the plasma with respect to its initial position is feedback controlled using the RT-OFIT lower-boundary measurement. The vertical position of the boundary at a radius of 0.9 m is used.

For the feedback control experiments, a standard-like plasma shape was adopted. During the current flattop of the discharge, a 9 cm scan of the vertical position of the plasma was programmed to test the tracking performance of the vision-in-the-loop system. The start-up phase of the shot was handled by the existing magnetic measurement and control system. Shortly after the start of flattop, the Z-observer signal normally measured using magnetic pick-up coils is substituted by the Z-measurement of the RT-OFIT system. In this initial implementation, the rest of the feedback control loop was left unchanged.

Figure 12 shows vertical position signals from TCV shot 49226, in which the RT-OFIT lower-boundary measurement was used for feedback control between \( t = 0.5 \text{ s} \) and \( t = 1.2 \text{ s} \). The figure shows the Z-reference, real-time magnetic Z-observer, real-time OFIT Z-observer and lower boundary, and the lower-boundary from post-shot equilibrium reconstruction. The real-time OFIT Z-observer is obtained by adding an offset to the measured lower boundary signal, sampled at \( t = 0.5 \text{ s} \) as the difference between the magnetic Z-observer and the OFIT lower boundary measurement. Until \( t = 0.5 \text{ s} \), vertical control is based on the magnetic Z-observer, which is tracking the
Z-reference (in red). From $t = 0.5\, \text{s}$, the OFIT Z observer is used for feedback control. The OFIT Z-observer tracks the reference signal with an average tracking error of 0.5 mm and a standard deviation $\sigma = 2.3\, \text{mm}$, demonstrating the effectiveness of the control system with vision-in-the-loop.

During the downward scan of the vertical position, a deviation between the OFIT Z-observer and the magnetic Z-observer is apparent, which reaches a magnitude of 1 cm at the end of flattop. Figure 12 also shows the lower boundary location from post-shot equilibrium reconstruction with the LIUQE code. Analysis of the vertical displacements of all signals reveals that the displacement in the magnetic Z-observer is proportional to the displacement in the magnetic axis location as found by LIUQE, while the displacement in the OFIT Z-observer is proportional to the displacement in the lower-boundary as found by LIUQE. This is consistent with the physics of both measurements, and suggest the plasma shape was not constant during the experiment. The average difference between the OFIT lower-boundary and LIUQE lower-boundary measurement is 1.1 mm, with a standard deviation $\sigma = 1.7\, \text{mm}$.

The vertical position control experiment was reproduced with varying values of elongation, and therefore varying vertical instability growth rates, with similar results. The real-time optical measurement of the plasma position was crucial to both tracking and stabilization of the plasma vertical position. This was demonstrated in an experiment where the optical boundary signal was cut off during the vision-in-the-loop interval. Within 10 ms a vertical displacement event resulting in a vertical excursion terminated the plasma discharge.

6. Conclusions and outlook

This paper describes the design, implementation and usage of a dual real-time camera diagnostic for real-time plasma boundary reconstruction. Example plasma boundary reconstructions were shown and a feedback-control experiment using the new diagnostic was presented, demonstrating the application of OFIT in a real-time control environment. Optically reconstructed plasma boundaries show agreement with equilibrium reconstruction results to within 1 cm. The delay in the reconstruction of the measurement between the closing of the camera shutter and the reconstruction output is measured to be 1050 $\mu\text{s}$. In plasma vertical position control experiments, the real-time functionality of the RT-OFIT system was demonstrated by providing stabilization of the reduced vertical growth rate and tracking of a reference signal. The real-time measurement of segments of plasma boundary is ideally suited to gap-control applications, and could additionally be used to constrain real-time or post-shot magnetic reconstruction codes by providing an absolute measurement of the plasma boundary, making it especially relevant to long discharges.

Visible light emission of the plasma boundary in the TCV tokamak was observed to show significant poloidal
inhomogeneity, inhibiting the optical reconstruction of parts of the plasma boundary. Further research is needed to gain full understanding of the causes for these emission profiles.

The use of a narrowband optical filter to acquire images of the CIII emission line was demonstrated. Similar to the broadband visible images, the CIII images also showed localized boundary features. However, the emissive region was narrower than in broadband visible light images, and resulted in reduced noise in the reconstruction of the plasma boundary. Additionally, fewer reflections from vessel structures were visible, further reducing unwanted disturbances in the camera images. Depending on the impurities present in tokamaks, the radial location and width of the emission profile for different impurities may vary. These results extend the application range of the diagnostic to tokamaks where deuterium-Alpha emission from the boundary may not be available, provided a suitably radiating confined impurity is present. In case of multiple such radiating species, the spatial distribution of radiation at various wavelengths can be imaged simultaneously and related to the plasma configuration.

The real-time imaging, acquisition and processing hardware of the RT-OFIT diagnostic can find numerous other applications besides plasma boundary reconstruction by adapting the image processing, optics and number of cameras. A real-time observer of the plasma break-down to provide an estimate of the filament location and size can be used for doublet breakdown control or in large machines where magnetic accuracy during breakdown is lacking. Additionally, ‘multi-camera’ spectroscopic diagnostics can be conceived to monitor different emission lines along the same lines of sight, with applications such as divertor detachment and impurity seeding penetration monitoring, providing real-time sensors for control of detachment and radiation fraction.
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